Of Dogs and Spirit Guides
An animated discussion, between myself and a friend about her spirit guides: what are they, what do they want and what type of relationship should she have with them?  My answer to her questions went along these lines:
The whole phenomenon of a spirit guide can be compared to a sled dog team, where the musher is the "spirit guide" to the dogs. The dog runs, but it is the musher that tells him in which direction to go and at what speed.  Sometimes, the dog knows the road and yet doesn't understand where the final destination is, but the musher knows, and the dog trusts the musher to keep him in the right direction in his life...
From the Dog's point of view, the ultimate purpose of the musher is to be there for him, to give him the lessons that guide his life, to tell him in which direction to go in order to live a good life.  As a reward, the dog will be provided food, rest and protection by the musher, just as a “spirit guide” promises that we “will live a good life if we stay on the ‘right’ path.”
However, it is completely naive of the dog to think that the musher's purpose is to be there and guide the dog for the dog's own good and spiritual development. The truth is quite the opposite. The dog is the musher's servant. The dog's well-being is only accessory to being apt for the musher's tasks, and the dog is only there to fulfill the master's goals; a greater purpose that the dog is too limited to comprehend.
The same goes for "spirit guides". They are neither there for the sole purpose of tending to your "spiritual development", nor for your own good because they love you, nor because they exist to help you and support you in the trials of your life. They're doing whatever they consider necessary to keep you doing what they want you to do. But this begs the question: what do they want?
It is sadly not of my resort to know what an individual "spirit guide" wants to achieve. I am however convinced that it’s not to "fulfill God's will of creating a perfect, loving, harmonious world." Spirit Guides are subjective beings, exactly as humans and dogs are. True, we can consider them as "higher" or more complex beings that exist in a "higher dimension" or beyond the material plane, but in the end, by absolute (or divine) standards, they can make mistakes and act idiotically just as much as any one of us, or they can be as instinctual as any other animal. They are no more (nor less) in direct connection with "God" than we are, and, in their own particular mode of being, have their own moralities, ethics, lifestyles and purposes relative to who they are. There is no guarantee that they are on the path of Good, Truth, Harmony or any other human ideal. They want what they want and they will direct you according to and towards their goals and their wills. Not yours, not some God's, theirs. Whatever they think is right.
Hence, to live life according to "spirit guides", “guardian angles”, or whatever you may want to call them, is to live the life of a slave. A very naive slave, even.
So why would free thinkers or people pursuing a path of initiation actually care for these "higher beings" that want to bring you in such-and-such direction? I believe it is for the information that they can bring. Indeed, "higher beings" have a higher point of view than humans or at the very least a different state of consciousness than we. Much like a birds-eye view of a city, they can see further out where roads lead to, than we who are down on the street.
However, are there any good reasons why we should trust them? How do we know if we can trust such-and-such entity, communication or vision?
There is a very simple answer to that: you learn to trust non-human entities the same way that you can determine whether you can trust a fellow human (or animal) or not. Despite the simplicity of this answer, the process is more complex: it’s not easy to know whether you can trust a seemingly well-meaning stranger, or an animal that on first look seems cute and docile.  You must accustom yourself to them; learn to get to know them and their reactions.  Take precautions you would take with any other person: always stay sceptical, always ask questions, learn to re-evaluate your own choices to the best of your ability and, importantly for magicians, know what mutual respect is and know how to defend yourself and banish when appropriate or necessary.
Finally, this concept can be regarded at an even higher level. If these “trust” principles can be applied to “spirit guides”, could they also be applied to divine levels, whether they be the pagan Gods or even the one God of the monotheists?  I’m reminded of the deities of the pagan pantheons where Gods can be both helpful and baneful, depending on the relationship you have with them.  The Gnostics have a particularly useful perspective with the ‘distance’ they place between the divine, the demiurge and the archons.  This gives a worldview that contrasts enormously to popular Christianity.  Would Lucifer be the light bearer as would indicate the etymology of his name or is he the Devil as proclaimed by Saint Augustine?  Should you trust a god that refers to humans as sheep, when a shepherd only wants sheep to exploit them for wool and meat?
It seems I’ve shifted from a magical standpoint to a mystical and theological one, which might seem better adapted to understanding the meaning of life, including the nature of “spirit guides.”  However, it’s the magical perspective that gives us the necessary intellectual tools to actively pry for gnosis into exactly who these purported “spirit guides” are and what they want from us.  As Lucifer, the magician is guided by the light he has within himself: he wants to see of his own eyes and understand with this own mind ; he wishes for spiritual autonomy and goes where he wants without submitting to random wills that want to lead us here and there.  Thus, “spirit guides” are no longer considered as masters, because accomplished human beings are no longer slaves.  It’s then easily conceivable how a light bearer could have managed to be demonized.
The Dog has become Wolf.
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